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a b s t r a c t
We present a multiple pass streaming algorithm for learning the density function of a
mixture of k uniform distributions over rectangles inRd, for any d > 0. Our learningmodel
is: samples drawn according to the mixture are placed in arbitrary order in a data stream
that may only be accessed sequentially by an algorithmwith a very limited random access
memory space. Our algorithmmakes 2`+ 2 passes, for any ` > 0, and requires memory at
most O˜(−2/`k2d4 + (4k)d), where  is the tolerable error of the algorithm. This exhibits
a strong memory-pass tradeoff in terms of : a few more passes significantly lower its
memory requirements, thus trading one of the twomost important resources in streaming
computation for the other. Chang and Kannan first considered this problem for d = 1, 2.
Our learning algorithm is especially appropriate for situations where massive data sets
of samples are available, but computation with such large inputs requires very restricted
models of computation.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The rise of machine learning as an invaluable data analysis paradigm has coincidedwith the proliferation of massive data
sets that stress computer systems in ways that render traditional models of computation inadequate. These two important
considerations necessitate the theoretical study of algorithms for machine learning and statistical analysis that respect the
resource constraints imposed by massive data set computation.
Of paramount importance is the observation that a large data set will not fit into themainmemory of a computer system,
but rather must be stored on disk or optical drives. For such data, well-designed memory access patterns are crucial, since
access to data requires physical movement within storage devices. An algorithmwill thus incur large time penalties for each
random access; for large data sets, frequent random access is highly undesirable. Random access can be eliminated and I/O
optimized by instead reading the data in a sequential fashion. The streamingmodel addresses these concerns and is popular
in the theoretical computer science literature. The first few problems examined in the streaming model include sorting and
selection [11] and approximating frequencymoments [1]. In the streamingmodel, data in storage is modeled as a read-only
array that can only be accessed sequentially in passes over the entire array. The algorithm may make a few passes over the
array and use a small random-access memory space (usually sublinear in size, since one cannot hope to store the entire
data set in memory) and may take constant time to process each element of the array. We will refer to this random-access
memory space as simply ‘‘memory’’. The important resources to be optimized are therefore passes and memory.
An important class of data mining and learning problems arises from generative clustering models. In these models, k
clusters are defined by k probability distributions, F1, . . . , Fk, over some universeΩ , each of which is given a weightwi ≥ 0
such that
∑k
1wi = 1. If the Fis are density functions, then the mixture of these k distributions is defined by the density
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function F =∑k1wiFi. The natural interpretation of a point drawn according to the mixture is that distribution Fi is picked
with probabilitywi, and then a point is drawn according to Fi. We consider the problem of estimating the probability density
function of the mixture F given samples drawn according to the mixture.
In this paper, we will study the problem of learning mixtures of k uniform distributions over axis-aligned
rectangles in Rd, for any d > 0. In this case, each Fi is a uniform distribution over some cell in d dimensions Ri ={
x ∈ Rd|a1 ≤ x1 ≤ b1, . . . , ad ≤ xd ≤ bd
}
for scalars a1, b1, . . . , ad, bd. The Ris may intersect in arbitrary ways. Since the
Ris are arbitrary, learning the Ris and wis from a set of samples from the mixture is an ill-defined problem, since different
sets of rectangles and weights, when ‘‘mixed’’, can form exactly the same distribution. Therefore, we will learn the density
function, rather than the components, of themixture. The output of the algorithmwill be a functionG that is an estimate of F .
One motivation behind learning mixtures of uniform distributions over rectangles is that these are among the simplest
mixtures, and therefore any theory for learning mixture models in massive data set paradigms should start with this.
Furthermore, these mixtures are building blocks for more complicated functions; continuous distribution in Rd can be
approximated as a mixture of sufficiently many uniform distributions over rectangles in Rd. Our algorithm can then be
used to learn this mixture.
Our learning and computational model is that samples drawn according to the mixture F are placed in a data stream
X , in arbitrary order.1 Learning algorithms are required to be multiple-pass streaming algorithms, as described above. The
output of the algorithmwill be a function G that is an estimate of F , with error measured by L1 distance:
∫
Rd |F−G|. An input
parameter to the algorithm will be its probability of failure, δ > 0. The approximation G will in general be more complex
than simply the density function of a mixture of k uniform distributions.
Chang and Kannan [3] designed pass-efficient algorithms for learning a mixture of k uniform distributions over intervals
in R and axis-aligned rectangles in R2. This work was subsequently improved by Guha and Mcgregor in [7]. In this paper,
we use a similar high level approach, but develop new tools in order to generalize the algorithm to solve problems in an
arbitrary dimension.
1.1. Our results
Ourmain result is amultiple-pass algorithm for learning amixture of k uniform distributions inRd with flexible resource
requirements. The number of passes the algorithmmay make is a function of an input parameter ` > 0 that is independent
of all other variables. The algorithm exhibits the power of multiple passes in the streaming learning model: if the algorithm
is allotted just a fewmore passes and its error is held constant, then itsmemory requirements drop significantly as a function
of . This is a strong trade-off between pass and memory requirements.
We will need the technical assumption that there exists a number w > 0, known to the algorithm, such that F(x) ≤ w
for all x ∈ Rd and that all the probability mass of the mixture is contained in [0, 1]d.
Themain result of the paper is a 2`+2 pass algorithm that, with probability at least 1−δ, will learn themixture’s density
function to within L1 distance  and that uses memory at most
O˜
(
k2d4
2/`
+ (4k)d
)
.
The algorithm requires the data stream to satisfy: |X | = Ω˜
(( 10
8
)` (kd)4d+3w4d+2`
4`d+5`
)
.2
1.1.1. Discussion of results
We note that the sample complexity and the memory requirements of the algorithm are exponential in the dimension
d; we partially justify the former requirement by our massive data set paradigm: we are working in the streaming model
precisely because the data set is large. Despite this observation, the result is mostly of theoretical interest, since the sample
complexity and memory requirements become unrealistic even for relatively modest values of d and k.
This does not preclude a strong pass-space trade-off for the algorithm, for many settings of the parameters d, k, . Since
the memory requirement is O˜(k2d4−2/` + (4k)d), the trade-off between passes and memory is most significant in the case
where the term involving  dominates the memory requirement for small values of `. This situation occurs when d and k
are held constant and the tolerable error  becomes very small. In this case, increasing ` will indeed reduce the memory
requirement by very large factors. Again, this situation may be mostly of theoretical interest, since such small values of 
may not be required by applications.
1.2. Overview of methods
The main action of the algorithm is to learn the locations of the boundaries of the constituent mixture rectangles in
2` + 1 passes. With this knowledge, Learn(d, k) can partition the domain into cells such that F(x) is a constant function
1 Assuming that the data are randomly ordered is not always realistic; for instance if the data were collected from the census, then perhaps it would be
ordered by address or some other attribute.
2 O˜(·), Ω˜(·), Θ˜(·) denote asymptotic notation with polylogarithmic factors omitted.
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Fig. 1. An example run of the algorithm Invariant(d, k, m) for d = 2, and learning the vertical boundary edges. (a) The two mixture rectangles are given
by R1 and R2 . The domain has been partitioned into a set of subcells. (b) Each cell is tested, and the ones that contain vertical boundary edges are rejected
(and shaded in the figure). (c) These rejected partition cells are further partitioned in the next round.
when restricted to each cell; in one more pass over the data stream, one can easily estimate these constants by counting the
number of samples that fall in each of these cells.
Learn(d, k) requires Subroutine FindBoundary(d, k, m), which is a 2`+1 pass algorithm for finding the boundary edges
of mixture rectangles that lie in a hyperplane that is perpendicular to themth dimension; in one pass, this algorithm draws
a sample from the data stream and uses the sample to partition the domain into a set of roughly 1/1/` cells that contain
probabilitymass of the order of 1/` each. It then utilizes one pass subroutine Invariant(d, k,m) to test each of these cells for
boundaries. Suppose Invariant(d, k, m) indicates that a boundary cell lies somewhere in partition cell P . In order to further
localize this boundary cell (since it could be anywhere in the relatively large P), we iterate and partition P and then test the
new subcells, which have a probability mass of approximately 2/`. We continue iterating in this fashion. At each iteration,
we are in essence ‘‘zooming in’’ on cells that we know contain the boundary. See Fig. 1 for an example of an iteration of
FindBoundary(d, k, m) in the d = 2 case.
Herein lies the trade-off between passes and memory. For example, if the size of the memory space is large, then a large
sample can fit in memory, and therefore our partitioning of the domain at each round can be fine. The weight of F in each
partition cell is small, and will shrink quickly with each extra round. Therefore, few passes will be necessary in order to
sufficiently isolate the boundaries. If the memory space is small, then in each round the sample is small, and the weight of
F in each partition cell will decrease slowly. Therefore, a larger number of passes will be required to isolate the boundaries.
The engine of our algorithm is Invariant(d, k, m), which determines if a cell C contains a boundary cell contained in a
hyperplane that is perpendicular to the mth dimension. We formulate a statistic that can test this condition; since |X | is
large, the test will be very accurate and will tell us if F is within L1 distance  of what we would expect if C did not contain
such a boundary cell. Computing the statistic in one pass using a small amount ofmemory presents an algorithmic challenge,
and requires the application of a streaming algorithm by Indyk [9] for approximation of the `1 lengths of vectors using very
little memory.
1.2.1. Comparison to R2 algorithm in [3]
We note that the approach in [3] for R2 is similar to the current approach, but differs in one key way, which yields a
weaker algorithm. The high level idea of the previous algorithm is that the domain is partitioned into subcells, and each
subcell is tested to see if it contains vertical edges of boundary rectangles. In rectangles that do not contain vertical edges of
boundary rectangles, the problem could be reduced to theR case, for which there was already a good algorithm. In rectangles
that do contain such boundary edges, the algorithm iterates, as described above.
The current algorithm does not reduce the Rd case to the Rd−1 case, but rather solves the problem directly by finding all
the boundaries of the mixture rectangles. By avoiding this recursion, the current algorithm is much more efficient in terms
of space and the number of passes.
1.3. Related work
Many algorithms for the unsupervised learning ofmixtures of distributions have appeared in the learning and algorithms
theory literature. Algorithms for learning mixtures of Gaussian distributions in Rd [2,5,10,15] generally estimate the means
and covariance matrices of the constituent distributions from samples drawn according to the mixture. Algorithms for the
classification of sample points to their distribution of origin have been considered formore general distributions byDasgupta
et al. in [4]. We note that these algorithms are not suitable for massive data sets.
Many one and multiple pass algorithms for database and data mining problems appear in the theoretical computer
science literature. Among the most relevant to this study are the algorithms for histogram maintenance. In the histogram
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maintenance problem, the algorithm is presentedwith a data streamof update pairs of the form ‘‘add 2 to aj’’, where j ∈ [n].3
During the pass, the algorithmmustmaintain a piecewise constant function F(i), with k pieces, thatminimizes
∑
i |F(i)−ai|.
In [6], Gilbert et al. gave a one pass algorithm for this problem with approximation ratio 1 + . This work gives the best
piecewise constant approximation to arbitrary data (rather than assuming a generative data model) and is thus similar to
our problem of learning the density function of a mixture of uniform distributions over intervals in R. A d dimensional
variant of the problem has been studied by Thaper et al. in [13] (their running time is also exponential in d).
Streaming algorithms with a statistical flavor include the work of Guha et al. [8], who consider one pass algorithms for
estimating the entropy of a distribution from samples in a stream.
1.4. Problem setup
Our algorithm will learn mixtures of distributions over axis-aligned rectangles in Rd. For completeness, we define
rectangles:
Definition 1 (d-cell). For any positive integer d > 0, we define a d-cell to be a set K ⊂ Rd that satisfies K ={
x ∈ Rd|a1 ≤ x1 ≤ b1, . . . , ad ≤ xd ≤ bd
}
for some choice of scalars a1, b1, . . . , ad, bd. Wewill sometimes write K as a cross
product of d intervals in R: K = (a1, b1)× · · · × (ad, bd).
The volume of the d-cell K is given by vol (K) = |b1 − a1| · |b2 − a2| · . . . · |bd − ad|.
Throughout this paper, the input will be the data stream X of length |X | = N , with samples drawn according to amixture
of k uniformdistributions inRd, where themixture cellsmay intersect arbitrarily. The density function of themixturewill be
denoted by F . We assume that the algorithm knows a numberw > 0 such that F(x) ≤ w for all x ∈ Rd and that all mixture
cells are contained in the cell [0, 1]d. We will call the smallest enclosing cell of the mixture the bounding box, R ⊆ [0, 1]d.
2. Main algorithm: Learn(d, k)
Wewill present our 2`+ 2 pass algorithm as an algorithm with error ` and roughly constant memory requirements in
terms of `. We will then show how to transform the parameters in order to derive an algorithm with error  and a strong
memory and pass trade-off.
2.1. Preliminaries
One of the main tools that we will use in our analysis is the VC bound, which was first developed by Vapnik and
Červonenkis [14] and later improved by Talagrand [12]. This is a very fundamental result used often in learning theory.
Belowwe state the bound that we use in this paper, noting that the statement is less general than in the papers cited above.
2.1.1. The VC bound
Given a (measurable) probability density function F , let µ(U) = ∫U F be the the probability that a point drawn from the
distribution falls in the set U . Given a sequence X of m points randomly chosen according to the distribution F , |X ∩ U| is
the set of points in X that lie in set U . Note that |X ∩ U|/m is the obvious empirical estimate of ∫U F .
Fact 1 (Vapnik and Červonenkis, Talagrand Bound). (Theorem 1.2 from [12]) Let C be a family of measurable sets with VC
dimension d, and let  > 0, δ > 0. Then there exists a constant c0 such that if X is a set of m samples drawn according to
µ, and
m ≥ c0 1
2
(
d log
(
1

)
+ log
(
1
δ
))
, (1)
then
Pr
[
sup
U∈C
∣∣∣∣ |X ∩ U|m − µ(U)
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ] ≤ δ.
The power of the VC bound lies in the fact that, when m is sufficiently large, the error between the empirical estimate
|X ∩ U| /m and the true probability mass µ(U) is less than  for all sets U ∈ C simultaneouslywith probability 1− δ.
2.1.2. mth component invariance
Before our exposition of the main algorithm, we first introduce the concept of mth component invariance and an
algorithm for testing this condition.
3 [n] denotes the set {1, . . . , n}.
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Definition 2 (mth Component Invariance). A function f ismth component invariant in a set K ⊂ R if it satisfies the following
condition: if x and y ∈ K satisfy xi = yi for all i 6= m, then f (x) = f (y). In words, the mth component invariance is the
condition where f (x) is constant if all components are fixed except themth component.
Intuitively, if cell K is invariant in the mth component, then a learning algorithm does not need to consider the mth
component when learning the function F in K . A key observation is that if F is invariant in all d components in cell K ,
then F is, in fact, constant in K .
The learning algorithm relies on the subroutine FindBoundary(d, k,m), whichwill learn a decomposition of the bounding
box R into a set of cells such that F is invariant in the mth component in most of the cells. This subroutine is the engine for
Learn(d, k); its proof of correctness will be presented in Section 3. To ease the proliferation of complicated expressions in
the exposition, define
SC(d, k, , δ, `, w) =
(
10
8
)`
(kd)4d+3w4d+2`
4`d+5`
log
1
δ
,
which is the sample complexity of FindBoundary(d, k, m). Note that SC(d, k, , δ, `, w) is exponential in the dimension d.
It also contains a term with `, but this is necessary, since the error of the algorithm is `.
Theorem 1. FindBoundary(d, k,m)with postprocessing is a2`+1 pass algorithm that requires atmost O˜( `d3k2
2
+ `3k2d
2
+ `2k2d2
2
)4
bits of memory and O( `d
2wk2
2`
log(kw/δ)) per-element update time. If |X | = Ω˜ (SC(d, k, , δ, `, w)), then with probability at
least 1− δ, it will find a set of cells, V , such that
1. For all Vi, Vj ∈ V such that Vi 6= Vj, Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ and |V| ≤ 4k.
2. There exists a function Fm such that Fm is invariant in the mth component in each V ∈ V and such that∫
∪V∈VV
|F − Fm| ≤ 2
2`
9dw
3. and ∫
R\(∪V∈VV )
F ≤ 
`
3d
,
where R is the bounding box.
The algorithm thus finds a set of disjoint cells, such that for all V ∈ V , F restricted to V is very close to invariant in themth
component (note that the algorithm guarantees the existence of Fm but only findsV , not Fm). The last condition implies that
the cells in V contain nearly all the weight of F .
Our learning algorithm Learn(d, k) will run FindBoundary(d, k, m) for all m = 1, . . . , d. The output of each call will
consist of a set of cells Vm such that F is nearly invariant in the mth component in each cell. Let Vm ∈ Vm be such a cell.
For any two indices 1 ≤ m1 < m2 ≤ d, consider the d-cell C = Vm1 ∩ Vm2 . F , restricted to C , is close to a function that
is invariant in them1th component, and also close to another function that is invariant in them2th component. Intuitively,
such an F should be close to a function that is invariant in them1th and m2th components simultaneously in C .
Extending the reasoning further, let C = V1 ∩ · · · ∩ Vd, where Vi ∈ Vi for all i. Then F restricted to C is close to a function
that is invariant in themth component, for allm. We prove that this will imply that F is close to constant in C .
2.2. The algorithm
We present Learn(d, k) in Fig. 2. The algorithmwill call FindBoundary(d, k, m) for each componentm = 1, . . . , d; from
the resulting setsVm, it will decompose R into cells Ri such that F is close to invariant in Ri in all d components. Lastly, it will
then treat F as if it were constant on Ri, and estimate the density F in Ri by simply counting the number of sample points
that lie in Ri.
Theorem 2. If |X | = Ω˜ (SC(d, k, , δ, `, w)), then with probability at least 1− δ, Learn(d, k) will compute an estimate G such
that
∫
R |F − G| ≤ ` in 2` + 2 passes, using memory at most O˜( `d
4k2
2
+ `3k2d2
2
+ `2kd3
2
+ (4k)d) and per-element update time
O( d
3k2
2`
log(kw/`δ)).
4 We note that all of our algorithms’ memory requirements have a factor of log(1/δ), which is omitted due to the O˜(·) notation.
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Fig. 2. Algorithm Learn(d, k).
Proof. From Theorem 1, we know that each call to FindBoundary(d, k, m) will output a set of d-cells Vm such that there
exists a function Fm that is invariant in themth component on each V ∈ Vm and that satisfies
∫
∪V∈VmV |Fm − F | ≤ 
`/3d. For
each rectangle found in Step 2, this is true for all choices ofm simultaneously. Note that since |Vm| ≤ 4k, |{Ri}| ≤ (4k)d.
Fix such a rectangle Ri. The following property is a precise statement of the intuitive idea that F should be close to constant
in Ri. Let F¯Ri =
∫
Ri
F/vol (Ri) be the scalar that is the average value of F in Ri and recall thatw is defined to be an upper bound
on F : F(x) ≤ w for all x ∈ R. The proof of the property can be found in the Appendix.
Property 1.∫
Ri
∣∣F − F¯Ri ∣∣ ≤
(
2w
d∑
m=1
∫
Ri
|Fm − F |
) 1
2
.
Recall that
∫
Ri
|Fm − F | is the distance between F and a function Fm that is invariant in themth component in each V ∈ Vm,
returned by FindBoundary(d, k,m). Therefore, the above bound on the distance between F and the constant F¯Ri is in terms of
the distances between F and functions that are invariant in each dimension. Intuitively, if the latter is small in all dimensions,
then F is close to constant.
LetK be the family of d-cells in Rd. SinceK is comprised of axis-aligned cells, the family has VC dimension 2d. Since X
is drawn according to F , we have chosen our sample complexity so that the VC bound implies that
Pr
[
sup
K∈K
∣∣∣∣ |X ∩ K ||X | −
∫
Ri
F
∣∣∣∣ ≤ `3(2k)d
]
≥ 1− δ
4
and therefore
Pr
[
max
i
∣∣∣∣ |X ∩ Ri|N −
∫
Ri
F
∣∣∣∣ ≤ `3(2k)d
]
≥ 1− δ
4
,
where N = |X |.
Recall that |X ∩ Ri| /Nvol (Ri) is our algorithm’s estimate of F in Ri. We now sum our bound on the error of our estimate
in each rectangle Ri.∑
i
∫
Ri
∣∣∣∣F − |X ∩ Ri|vol (Ri)N
∣∣∣∣ ≤∑
i
(∫
Ri
∣∣∣∣ |X ∩ Ri|vol (Ri)N − F¯Ri
∣∣∣∣+ ∫
Ri
∣∣F − F¯Ri ∣∣)
≤
∑
i
(∣∣∣∣ |X ∩ Ri|N −
∫
Ri
F
∣∣∣∣+ ∫
Ri
∣∣F − F¯Ri ∣∣)
≤
∑
i
(
`
3(2k)d
+
∫
Ri
∣∣F − F¯Ri ∣∣)
≤ (2k)d 
`
3(2k)d
+
∑
i
∫
Ri
∣∣F − F¯Ri ∣∣
≤ 
`
3
+
(
2w
d∑
m=1
∫
∪V∈VmV
|Fm − F |
) 1
2
≤ 2
`
3
.
The second inequality follows from the fact that the first integrand is a constant, the fifth inequality from Property 1, and
the final inequality from FindBoundary(d, k, m)’s guarantee on
∫
∪V∈VmV |Fm − F |.
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Fig. 3. R = (0, 1) × (0, 1) is an example of a 2-cell. The boundary of R consists of the 4 line segments that outline the cell. The two
1-boundary cells are:
{
x ∈ R2|x1 = 0, 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 1
}
and
{
x ∈ R2|x1 = 1, 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 1
}
and the two 2 boundary cells are:
{
x ∈ R2|0 ≤ x1 ≤ 1, x2 = 0
}
and{
x ∈ R2|0 ≤ x1 ≤ 1, x2 = 1
}
.
Fig. 4. K and R1 are 2-cells. The boundaries of K and R1 are illustrated by their respective rectangular outlines. P1, P2, P3, P4 comprise a partition of the 1st
component of K . Note that the 1st-component boundary edges of R1 are completely contained in single partition cells.
Lastly, we bound the error induced by estimating F as 0 on the set R \ (∪iRi). Let V¯m = R \ (∪V∈VmV ) be the set for which
Fm is not invariant in the mth component. Therefore R \ (∪iRi) = ∪mV¯m. By Theorem 1, we know that
∫
V¯m
Fdx ≤ `/(3d).
Thus, ∫
R\(∪Ri)
F ≤
d∑
m=1
∫
V¯m
F ≤ d · 
`
3d
≤ 
`
3
.
The total error of the algorithm is therefore at most `. 
Corollary 3. There exists a 2`+2 pass algorithm that, with probability at least 1−δ, will learn amixture of uniform distributions
in Rd with error at most , using memory at most O˜( k
2d4
2/`
+ (4k)d).
Proof. If we transform the parameter  to 1/`, then we may assume that ` = O(log 1/). More passes than this would not
decrease the memory requirement beyond a constant. 
3. An algorithm for learning the location of boundary edges
Algorithm FindBoundary(d, k, m) computes a decomposition of the bounding box R into a set of cells V such that F is
invariant in themth component in each cell. Roughly stated, it does so by ensuring that each cell V ∈ V does not contain an
mth-component boundary cell of a mixture cell, as defined below.
Definition 3 (Boundary). The boundary of a d-cell K = (a1, b1) × · · · × (ad, bd) consists of the 2d d − 1-cells defined by
(a1, b1)× · · · × (ai, ai)× · · · × (ad, bd) and (a1, b1)× · · · × (bi, bi)× · · · × (ad, bd) for i = 1, . . . , d. The two cells for which
i = m are calledmth component boundary cells.
Informally, anmth component boundary cell is a d− 1-cell embedded in Rd, such that themth component of the boundary
cell is the same for all points in the cell. Our interest inmth component boundary cells is summarized in the following, very
intuitive, property.
Property 2. If a d-cell K does not contain any mth component boundary cells of mixture rectangles, then F , restricted to K , is
invariant in the mth component.
Thus, boundary cells are just the natural geometric concept of the boundary of a rectangle in Rd. See Fig. 3 for an example
in R2.
Definition 4. A partition of the mth component of d-cell R = (a1, b1) × · · · × (ad, bd) is a set of cells of the form
Pi = {x ∈ R|ui ≤ xm < ui+1} (i.e. Pi = (a1, b1) × · · · × (am−1, bm−1) × (ui, ui+1) × (am+1, bm+1) × · · · × (ad, bd)), where
am = u1 ≤ u2 ≤ · · · ≤ u|Pm| = bm, where Pm is the set of partition cells Pm = {Pi}.
Note that an mth component boundary cell of a mixture rectangle is completely contained in a single partition rectangle.
See Fig. 4 for an illustration.
The algorithm FindBoundary(d, k, m) requires a subroutine Invariant(d, k, m) that will check if F is approximatelymth
component invariant when restricted to the d-cell K . We will defer the proof of the following theorem to Section 4.
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Fig. 5. Algorithm FindBoundary(d, k, m).
Theorem 4. Let X be a data stream that contains samples from amixture of k uniform distributions inRd with density function H
and let β > 0 be some error parameter. If |X | = Ω
(
(kwd)2d
β2d+2 log
(
kdw
βδ
))
then with probability at least 1− δ, one pass algorithm
Invariant(d, k, m) will accept if H is invariant in the mth component and reject if there does not exists a function Hˆ that is
invariant in the mth component such that
∫
R
∣∣∣H − Hˆ∣∣∣ ≤ β . Invariant(d, k, m) requires O˜(d log2(kdw/β)) bits of memory and
O( d
β
log(kw/(βδ))) per-element update time.
3.1. The algorithm
We first give an overview of algorithm FindBoundary(d, k, m). It is organized into ` pairs of passes. In the first pass of
each pair, it takes a small sample from the data stream and uses it to find a partition of themth component of the bounding
box, such that all cells have roughly equal probability mass with respect to F . In a second pass, it tests each partition cell
for invariance in the mth component. Invariant(d, k, m) uses the large amount of data in the data stream to perform this
test with very high accuracy. A cell is rejected only if it contains anmth component boundary cell. We iterate on all rejected
cells; the key observation is that these partition cells contain much less probability weight than the original bounding box
and therefore will be sampled much more densely (but with the same overall sample size) and we will get better estimates
for these interesting cells.
The cells that were rejected in the final iteration and that therefore containmth component boundary cells that have only
a very small aggregate weight (less than `/(3d)). Thus, the set of partition cells consisting of those cells that were accepted
at some iteration, in which F is guaranteed to be close to invariant in themth component, could be a solution. However, the
number of such cells is large, and in a final pass we will reduce the number to 4kwith a postprocessing algorithm.
We describe the main algorithm in Fig. 5, prove some of its properties, and then later describe the postprocessing
algorithm. If K ⊂ R, then we denote by XK the substream of X that consists of the samples in K ∩X . We note that a pass over
X can simulate a pass over XK .
Definition 5. Since in step 4(a), we run the algorithm in parallel on all rejected cells, we will call these parallel
instantiations of the algorithm. We call the value of p the level of the iteration. We will refer to cells created in Step
2(b) of a level p iteration as level p partition cells.
We first prove a simple lemma about the parallel instantiations of the algorithm.
Lemma 5. With probability at least 1− δ/3, the number of parallel instantiations of the algorithm at any level is at most 2k.
Proof. The total number of intervals created across all parallel instantiations of FindBoundary(d, k, m) is at most O(`k/+
dk/). Since Invariant(d, k, m)was called on each of these cells, by the union bound, the probability that at least one call to
Invariant(d, k, m) failed is at most δ/3. We condition on no calls failing.
Invariant(k, d, m) will only reject a cell P if P contains an mth component boundary cell of a mixture rectangle. Since
there are at most kmixture d-cells, each of which has two such boundary cells, the total number of boundary cells that can
be rejected across all level p instantiations is 2k. Therefore the algorithm iterates on only 2k cells across all parallel level p
instantiations. 
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We now prove that the probability mass of all `th level cells created in Step 2(b) of FindBoundary(d, k, m) decreases
exponentially in the number of passes, `.
Lemma 6. With probability at least 1− O((p− 1)δ/`d), for all cells P ∈ Pp created by the algorithm in Step 2(b) of iteration p:(
8
10
)p
p
6kd
≤
∫
P
F ≤ 
p
6kd
.
Proof. We first consider all level 1 partition cells P ∈ P1. LetK be the family of d-cells in Rd, which has VC dimension 2d.
Since we drew a sample S1 of sizeM = Θ˜(d3k2/2) from the data stream, the VC bound implies that
Pr
[
sup
K∈K
∣∣∣∣∫
K
F − |K ∩ S1||S1|
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 160 · kd
]
≥ 1− O
(
δ
dk`
)
.
Each P ∈ P1 created in Step 2b of the first iteration satisfies |P ∩ S1| = 910 6kd |S1|. Therefore, for all such P , with probability
at least 1− O(δ/(dk`)),
8
10
· 
6kd
≤
∫
P
F ≤ 
6kd
.
Now suppose that level p partition cell P ∈ Pp was created by partitioning the cell Rp−1 ∈ Pp−1 (i.e. the input to the
iteration) in Step 2b of a pth level iteration.
Claim 1. With probability at least 1− O(δ/(dk`)), for all level p partition cells P,
8
10

∫
Rp−1
F ≤
∫
P
F ≤ 
∫
Rp−1
F .
Proof. Since we draw a sample of size Θ˜(d/2), using the VC bound we determine that:
Pr
[
max
P∈Pp
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣Sp ∩ P∣∣
|Sp| −
∫
P
F∫
Rp
F
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 110
]
≥ 1− O
(
δ
d`k
)
.
Since |P ∩ Sp| = 910|Sp|, the claim follows. 
With the claim, the lemma can be proved by induction as follows. Assume that Lemma 6 is true for level p − 1. Since
Rp−1 was a p− 1th level cell created by the algorithm, it follows from the inductive hypothesis that with probability at least
1− O((p− 1)δ/`d):(
8
10
)p−1
p−1
6dk
≤
∫
Rp−1
F ≤ 
p−1
6dk
.
Applying the claim then yields: with probability at least 1− O(pδ/`d), for all P ∈ Pp(
8
10
)p
p
6kd
≤
∫
P
F ≤ 
p
6kd
. 
Remark: The output of FindBoundary(d, k, m) is the set P of partition rectangles that were accepted by some call to
Invariant(d, k, m). Therefore, F is within β of an mth component invariant function for each cell P ∈ P . Furthermore, the
set R \ (∪P∈P P) contains at most `/3d probability mass as we showed in the previous lemma.
We now consider the number of cells output by FindBoundary(d, k, m), |P |. Note that in the first iteration, the number
of cells created by the algorithm is |P1| = Θ(dk/). At each subsequent iteration, the aggregate number of cells created
across all level p cells is at most O(k/). Therefore, |P | = O(`k/ + dk/). We could output the set P as the set to satisfy
Theorem 1, but we would very much like to reduce the number of sets output to O(k). This would significantly decrease the
memory requirements of the overall learning algorithm.
Therefore, we will postprocess P in a final pass over the data stream in order to reduce the number of intervals to 4k.
We describe this pass in Fig. 6.
The next lemma shows that the output of Postprocess, V , consists of a much smaller number of cells.
Lemma 7. With probability at least 1−δ/3, after postprocessing, in each V ∈ V , F is within β of invariant in the mth component
and |V| ≤ 4k.
Proof. Since the total number of cellsC created by the algorithm is at most O(`2k2d2/2), and Invariant(d, k, m)was called
on each cell, the probability that at least one call failed is at most δ/3, from the union bound. We condition the remainder
of the proof on no call failing.
Since each V ∈ V was accepted by Invariant(d, k, m), each V is within β of invariant in the mth component. Each set
placed in V ∈ V must either
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Fig. 6. Algorithm Postprocess.
1. Contain anmth component boundary cell. Since none of the cells in V intersect, there are at most 2k of these cells in V .
2. Not contain such a boundary cell. Suppose Pi1,i2 was a connected set that was created in Step 2 of Postprocess. We know
that if it does not contain any mth component boundary cells, then Invariant(d, k, m) will accept Pi1,i2 . Due to this fact
and the fact that Postprocess takes in Step 5(b) the largest accepted cell, it follows that either (a) the previous cell placed
in V must have contained anmth component boundary cell, or (b) the previous cell placed in V , V ′, is not adjacent to V .
This implies that between V and V ′, there lies a cell that was rejected in the `th level of FindBoundary(d, k, m), which
has to contain an mth component boundary cell. Since there are at most 2k mth component boundary cells, there are a
total of at most 2k of these cells of type (a) and (b) in V . 
We now have all the ingredients for the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1: At the first level, there is only one copy of FindBoundary(d, k, m) running, which draws a sample of
size O˜
(
d3k2/2
)
from X and requires O(kd/) parallel calls to Invariant(d, k, m). Each of these calls requires at most O˜(d`)
of memory. Therefore, the total memory required for the first level is O˜
(
d3k2/2 + kd2`/).
At subsequent levels, there are atmost 2k parallel instantiations of FindBoundary(d, k,m) running at any givenmoment.
Each of these copies requires a sample of size Θ˜(d/2) and O(1/) parallel calls to Invariant(d, k, m). Therefore, the total
memory requirement across all parallel instantiations is O˜(kd/2 + kd`/).
Lastly, Postprocess created O(d2k2/2 + `2k2/2 + dk2`/2) cells in Step 3 and called Invariant(d, k, m) on each
of these cells. Since this requires O˜(d`) memory per call, the total memory requirement for Postprocess is therefore
O˜(`d3k2/2 + `3dk2/2 + d2k2`2/2).
Thus, the total amount of memory required by the algorithm is
O˜
(
`d3k2
2
+ `
3k2d
2
+ `
2k2d2
2
)
.
The output of Postprocess is the set of setsV , onwhich F is within β of a function that is invariant in themth component,
and such that |V| ≤ 4k. Naturally, we choose the function Fm that satisfies Theorem 1 to be this mth component invariant
function on each set V ∈ V , and 0 outside of ∪V∈VV . It then follows that:∫
∪V∈VV
|F − Fm| =
∑
i
∫
Vi
|F − Fm| ≤ 4kβ ≤ 2
2`
9dw
.
The last part of Theorem 1 follows from combining Lemma 7 with the fact that the set R \ (∪V∈VV ) consists of the cells
that were rejected in an `th level iteration of FindBoundary(d, k, m). There are at most 2k such cells, since each cell must
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Fig. 7.An example inR2 . Supposewe are testing to see if F in the bounding box varieswith the horizontal component (i.e. if it contains any vertical boundary
edges of mixture rectangles). Thus, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6 constitute a regular partition parallel to the horizontal component. In this case, there is a mixture
rectangle R1 . P2 and P4 are bad partition cells (since they contain horizontal boundary edges), whereas all other partition cells are good. Note that in the
R2 case, each horizontal boundary edge may only intersect one partition rectangle.
contain at least one of the 2k mth boundary component. By Lemma 6, the total probability weight of these cells is at most
2k · `/6kd = `/3d. 
4. Checking formth component invariance
We now present the algorithm Invariant(d, k, m) from Theorem 4. Recall that, given a data stream X containing samples
from a mixture of k uniform distributions in Rd with density function H , Invariant(d, k, m) will accept if H is invariant
in the mth component and will reject if H is not within distance β of an mth component invariant function. In order to
ease our notation, we will assume without loss of generality that m ← d and that the bounding box of H is given by
R = (0, b1)× (0, b2)× · · · × (0, bd), where bi ≤ 1.
Our exposition of Invariant(d, k)will compose of three parts: First, we define a sufficient condition for establishing that
H is close to invariant in the dth component. We will then propose an estimator γEj,i and prove that γEj,i can be used to test
the sufficient condition. Lastly, we give an algorithm for actually performing the test in a single pass with a small amount
of memory. As in [3], the main algorithmic tool that we use is Indyk’s one pass algorithm for computing the `1 length of a
vector given as a stream of dynamic updates.
Definition 6. We define a regular partition parallel to the dth component Pη to be the partition of the bounding box
R = (0, b1)× · · · × (0, bd) into (1/η)d−1 d-cells
{
PEj
}
: for allEj ∈ [1/η]d−1,
PEj = ((j1 − 1)ηb1, j1ηb1)× . . .× ((jd−1 − 1)ηbd−1, jd−1ηbd−1)× (0, bd).
We will refer to the d-cells PEj ∈ Pη as partition cells.
The partition is thus a partition of R into a set of d-cells with the same dimensions, such that each component except the
dth is partitioned into 1/η intervals. Note that vol
(
PEj
) = ηd−1vol (R) and that ∣∣Pη∣∣ = 1/ηd−1.
Informally, each partition cell is a long, thin strip, with its long side along the dth component. The main idea is that if F
is close to constant in most of these partition cells, then F should be close to invariant in the dth component.
More precisely, denote by
cEj =
∫
PEj
H
vol
(
PEj
) .
Invariant(d, k)will check if the quantity αEj, defined by
αEj =
∫
PEj
∣∣∣∣∣∣H −
∫
PEj
H
vol
(
PEj
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∫
PEj
∣∣H − cEj∣∣
is small. αEj is the error of estimating H(x) in PEj as simply the constant that is the average of H in PEj.
For the analysis, we need to classify partition cells as good or bad. Partition cell P is bad if it contains anmth component
boundary cell of a mixture rectangle, for m < d. Otherwise, P is good. Note that a good P may contain dth component
boundary cells. See Fig. 7.
Let G ⊂ Pη be the set of good partition cells andB = Pη \ G be the set of bad partition cells.
Lemma 8. |B| ≤ 2kd
ηd−2
Proof. Any boundary cell of a mixture rectangle, except dth component boundary cells, can intersect at most 1/ηd−2
partition cells. There are at most kmixture cells, each of which has 2d boundary cells. 
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The above lemma shows that the number of bad partition cells is small; therefore the aggregate volume of bad partition
cells is negligible. We use this fact in the proof of the next Lemma.
Lemma 9. Suppose that η ≤ β4·k·d·w . If there exist constants cEj for all PEj ∈ G such that∑
PEj∈G
αEj =
∑
PEj∈G
∫
PEj
∣∣H(x)− cEj∣∣ ≤ β4 ,
then there exists a function H˜ that is invariant in the dth component such that∫
R
∣∣∣H(x)− H˜(x)∣∣∣ ≤ β.
Proof. Consider choosing the function H˜(x) as:
H˜(x) =
{
cEj if x ∈ PEj such that PEj ∈ G.
0 if x ∈ PEj such that PEj ∈ B.
Since H(x) ≤ w for all x ∈ R, ∫PEj |H(x)− H˜(x)|dx ≤ wvol (PEj) for any PEj. Therefore,∫
R
∣∣∣H(x)− H˜(x)∣∣∣ dx =∑
PEj∈G
∫
PEj
∣∣∣H(x)− H˜(x)∣∣∣+∑
PEj∈B
∫
PEj
∣∣∣H(x)− H˜(x)∣∣∣
≤
∑
PEj∈G
αEj +
∑
PEj∈B
w · vol (PEj)
≤ β
4
+ 2kd
ηd−2
· w · ηd−1 ≤ β,
where the second to last inequality follows from Lemma 8 and the fact that the volume of any partition cell is vol
(
PEj
) =
ηd−1vol (R) ≤ ηd−1. 
4.1. Estimating αEj from the data stream
We now describe an estimator for αEj in a good partition cell PEj ∈ Pη , and prove properties of the estimator. Note that we
do not provide an algorithm for computing this estimator until Section 4.2.
Recall that PEj = ((j1− 1)ηb1, j1ηb1)× · · · × ((jd−1− 1)ηbd−1, jd−1ηbd−1)× (0, bd) for the vectorEj ∈ [1/η]d−1. Let ζ > 0
(assume that 1/ζ is an integer). We further partition PEj ∈ Pη into 1/ζ d-cells of equal volume.
Definition 7. For each integer i ∈ [1/ζ ], define the sub-partition d-cell PEj,i by PEj,i =
{
x ∈ PEj|(i− 1)ζbd ≤ xd ≤ iζbd
}
.
Recall that N = |X | is the number of samples in the data stream. We define the following random variables:
1. NEj,i =
∣∣X ∩ PEj,i∣∣
2. γEj,i =
∣∣∣NEj,i−ζ∑l NEj,l∣∣∣
N
NEj,i is the number of samples that lie in PEj,i; since ζ
∑
l NEj,l is the average number of points in each of the sub-partition cells
of PEj, γEj,i is the difference between NEj,i and what we would expect if H were actually constant in PEj. Therefore, if
∑
i γEj,i is
small, then αEj should be small as well:
Lemma 10. Let ζ ≤ β64k·w and fix PEj ∈ G. If |X | = Ω
(
d2
β2ζ 2η2d−2 log(1/ζβδη)
)
, then with probability at least 1 − δ/2,∑
i γEj,i ≥ αEj − βη
d−1
8 .
Proof. Let cEj = ζ
∑
i NEj,i. The VC dimension of the set of all d-cells is 2d. Since X is drawn according to H , we have chosen
our sample complexity so that the VC bound implies that
Pr
[
max
Ej,i
∣∣∣∣∣NEj,iN −
∫
PEj,i
H
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ β · ζ · ηd−116
]
≥ 1− δ
2
.
Since PEj ∈ G, at most 2k boundary d-cells of mixture rectangles can intersect it: dth component boundary cells of mixture
rectangles, which are constant in the dth component and can thus be written as (ai1, b
i
1) × · · · × (aid−1, bid−1) × (bi, bi) for
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appropriate choices of aijs and b
i
js. Note that any such boundary cell can only intersect PEj in one of its sub-partition cells PEj,i.
Thus, at most 2k of the sub-partition cells contain any boundary cell.
Recall the definition of αEj:
αEj =
∫
PEj
∣∣H(x)− cEj∣∣ =∑
i
∫
PEj,i
∣∣H(x)− cEj∣∣ .
We will analyze the quantity
∫
PEj,i
∣∣H(x)− cEj∣∣ separately for each sub-partition cell PEj,i, in two separate cases: sub-partition
cells that do not contain any boundary cells, and sub-partition cells that do.
Case 1: A sub-partition cell that does not contain any boundary cells of the mixture rectangles. For such cells, H is constant.
Thus, ∫
PEj,i
∣∣H(x)− cEj∣∣ dx =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
PEj,i
(
H(x)− cEj
)
dx
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
PEj,i
H(x)dx− NEj,i
N
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
PEj,i
(NEj,i
N
− cEj
)∣∣∣∣∣
≤ γEj,i +
βζηd−1
16
.
Case 2: A sub-partition cell PEj,i that contains a boundary cell. There are at most 2k of these. Since H(x) ≤ w for all x,∫
PEj,i
∣∣H(x)− cEj∣∣ ≤ 2w · vol (PEj,i) ≤ 2wζηd−1.
Thus, we sum over all sub-partition cells to get a bound on γEj in terms of αj:
αEj =
∫
PEj
∣∣H(x)− cEj∣∣
=
∑
PEj,i:case 1
∫
PEj,i
∣∣H(x)− cEj∣∣+ ∑
PEj,i:case 2
∫
PEj,i
∣∣H(x)− cEj∣∣
≤
∑
i
(
γ Ej,i +
β · ζ · ηd−1
16
)
+ 4kwζηd−1
= βη
d−1
8
+
∑
i
γ Ej,i. 
Corollary 11. With probability at least 1 − δ/2, if∑Ej∑i γEj,i ≤ β/8, then there exists a function H˜ that is invariant in the dth
component such that
∫
R
∣∣∣H(x)− H˜(x)∣∣∣ ≤ β .
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from summing the γEj,is and applying the previous two lemmas. 
Lemma 12. If X = Ω
(
d2
β2ζ 2η2d−2 log(1/ζβδη)
)
, then the following is true with probability at least 1− δ/4. If H is invariant in
the dth component, then
∑
Ej
∑
i γEj,i ≤ β16 .
Proof. If H is invariant in the dth component, then E
[NEj,i
N
]
= E
[
ζ
∑
i NEj,i
N
]
= ζ ∫PEj H for allEj, i.
By applying the VC bound, we know that
Pr
[
max
Ej,i
∣∣∣∣∣N Ej,iN − ζ
∫
PEj
H
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ β · ζ · ηd−132
]
≥ 1− δ/8
and that
Pr
[
max
Ej
∣∣∣∣∣ζ∑
i
NEj,i
N
− ζ
∫
PEj
H
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ β · ζ · ηd−132
]
≥ 1− δ/8.
Thus, with probability at least 1− δ/4,
γEj,i =
∣∣∣∣NEj,iN − ζ
∑
l NEj,l
N
∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣N Ej,iN − ζ
∫
PEj
H
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣ζ
∫
PEj
H − ζ
∑
i
NEj,i
N
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ β · ζ · ηd−116
for allEj, i. The lemma follows by summing overEj and i. 
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Fig. 8. Algorithm Invariant(d, k).
4.2. A one pass, small space algorithm
Corollary 11 and Lemma 12 prove that an algorithm that accepts if
∑
Ej
∑
i γEj,i ≤ β/16 and rejects if
∑
Ej
∑
i γEj,i ≥ β/8,
then it will accept if H is invariant in the dth component, and will reject if H is not within β of an invariant function.
A naive one pass algorithm to compute the estimator
∑
Ej,i γEj,i would explicitly keep one counter for each of the 1/(η · ζ )
NEj,is. This approach requires on the order of (k · w · d/β)d bits of memory, which is far too much. With more powerful
algorithmic tools, we can reduce the memory requirement to polylogarithmic in β, k, w and linear in d.
4.2.1. Approximating the length of a vector given as a stream of dynamic updates
Indyk [9] designed a one-pass algorithm for approximating the `1 length of a vector given as a stream of dynamic updates
(very similar to the histogram problemmentioned in the related works section). First, we initialize a vector v ∈ Rd: v← E0.
The input is a stream of update pairs 〈a, i〉, where a ∈ [−M,M] and i ∈ [n], that represent the semantics: add a to the ith
component of vector Ev ∈ Rn. The problem is then to approximate ‖Ev‖1 = ∑ni=1 |vi| after processing all of the input pairs.
The following theorem is an adaptation of a more general result:
Theorem 13 (Indyk [9]). There exists a one pass algorithm that, with probability at least 1− δ, will find an approximation ι such
that 23‖Ev‖1 ≤ ι ≤ 43‖Ev‖1 using at most O(logM log(n/δ)) bits of memory and O(log(n/δ)) per-element update time.
The high level idea of this algorithm is that instead of storing all n components of Ev, it stores the components of a random
projection of Ev to a low dimensional subspace. The randommatrix that defines the projection is compressed by only storing
the seed of a pseudorandom number generator; the entries of the matrix are generated as needed during the pass.
We present in Fig. 8 the details of our algorithm Invariant(d, k).
Proof of Theorem 4: Due to the guarantees of Indyk’s algorithm, ιN will satisfy:
2
3
‖v‖1
N
≤ ι
N
≤ 4
3
‖v‖1
N
.
Note that the φ(Ej, i)th component of v is exactly: vφ(Ej,i) = NEj,i − ζ
∑
l NEj,l. Thus,
‖v‖1
N =
∑
Ej
∑
i γEj,i. Therefore, the algorithm
will accept if
∑
Ej
∑
i γEj,i ≤ β/16 and will reject if
∑
Ej
∑
i γEj,i > β/8. The correctness of the algorithm follows from
Corollary 11 and Lemma 12.
Thememory usage and per-element update time of Invariant(d, k) are derived from the guarantees of Indyk’s algorithm
as stated in Theorem 13 by substituting the parametersM ← |X | and n← 1/(ηd−1ζ ). 
Appendix. Proof of Property 1 in Section 2.2
The proof of the property involves tools that reduce the dimension of the problem by 1.We thereforemake the following
definitions to ease the notation:
Definition 8. If x ∈ Rd, we denote by x−i the vector in Rd−1 defined by x−i = (x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xd).
Definition 9. For x ∈ Rd, letφm : Rd×R→ Rd be defined byφm(x, y) = (x1, . . . , xm−1, y, xm+1, . . . , xd) (inwords,φm(x, y)
has the value y in themth component and the same value as x in every other component).
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Property 3.∫
Ri
∣∣F − F¯Ri ∣∣ ≤
(
2w
d∑
m=1
∫
Ri
|Fm − F |
) 1
2
.
Proof. We first prove a claim.
Claim 2. There exists a constant cRi such that∫
R˜i
∣∣F − cRi ∣∣ ≤ 2 d∑
m=1
∫
Ri
|Fm − F | . (2)
Proof. Recall that all Fm are invariant in themth component in Ri.
We prove the claim by induction. We assume that there exists a function Hm such that
∫
Ri
|F − Hm| ≤ 2∑mj=1 ∫Ri ∣∣F − Fj∣∣
and Hm is invariant in the first m components, which means that Hm(x) does not depend on the first m components of x.
Suppose Ri = (r1, s1)× · · · × (rd, sd). Define R−(m+1)i = (r1, s1)× · · · × (rm, sm)× (rm+2, sm+2)× · · · × (rd, sd) ⊂ Rd−1. For
any scalar c , since Fm+1 does not vary with them+ 1th component, the function:
g(xm+1) =
∫
R−(m+1)i
∣∣Hm(φm+1(x, c)))− Fm+1(x)∣∣ dx−(m+1)
is constant. Choose c∗ to be the constant c thatminimizes this quantity and defineHm+1(x) = Hm(φm+1(x, c∗)). Since neither
Hm+1 nor Fm+1 vary with them+ 1th component,∫
Ri
|Hm+1(x)− Fm+1(x)| dx =
∫ sm+1
rm+1
min
c∗
∫
R−(m+1)i
∣∣Hm(φm+1(x, c∗))− Fm+1∣∣ dx−(m+1)dxm+1
≤
∫
Ri
|Hm(x)− Fm+1(x)| dx.
By applying the triangle inequality and the inductive hypothesis, we get:∫
Ri
|F − Hm+1| ≤
∫
Ri
|F − Fm+1| +
∫
Ri
|Fm+1 − Hm+1|
≤
∫
Ri
|F − Fm+1| +
∫
Ri
|Hm − Fm+1|
≤
∫
Ri
|F − Fm+1| +
∫
Ri
|Hm − F | +
∫
Ri
|F − Fm+1|
≤
m+1∑
j=1
2
∫
Ri
∣∣F − Fj∣∣ . 
We would like to use the existence of this constant to prove a bound on
∫
Ri
∣∣F − F¯Ri ∣∣. One problem that we encounter is
that argminc
∫
Ri
|F − c| 6= F¯Ri . However, it is true that
argmin
c
∫
Ri
(F − c)2 = F¯Ri .
This can be proved by checking the first and second order necessary and sufficient conditions: If L(c) = ∫Ri(F − c)2, then
∂L
∂c
= −2
∫
Ri
(F − c).
Thus, ∂L/∂c = 0 when c∗ = ∫Ri F/. The second order condition
∂2L
∂c2
= 1 > 0
implies that c∗ is the global minimum.
Thus, F¯Ri minimizes the L
2 error norm induced by estimating F as a constant on Ri. We now relate the L2 error with the
L1 error. For any constant c , a simple application of Hölder’s inequality implies that∫
Ri
|F − c| ≤
(∫
Ri
(F − c)2
) 1
2
.
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Also, recall that we assumed that 0 ≤ F(x) ≤ w for all x ∈ R. Therefore, for c such that 0 ≤ c ≤ w,(∫
Ri
(F − c)2
) 1
2 ≤
(∫
Ri
w |F − c|
) 1
2 ≤
(
w
∫
Ri
|F − c|
) 1
2
.
Combining the above observations:∫
Ri
∣∣F − F¯Ri ∣∣ ≤ (∫
Ri
(F − F¯Ri)2
) 1
2
≤
(∫
Ri
(F − cRi)2
) 1
2
≤
(
2w
d∑
m=1
∫
Ri
|F − Fm|
) 1
2
,
where the second inequality follows from the fact that F¯Ri = argminc
∫
Ri
(F − c)2. 
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